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What is it like to attend this school?
Pupils are proud of their school. They support each other well when they are
learning. They get on well at social times and enjoy playing together on the ‘mound’.
A group of pupils told an inspector: ‘We’re all part of the Whatton family. It doesn’t
matter where you come from or what you believe, everyone is welcome here.’ Pupils
are proud of the vegetables that they have grown as part of the school’s food for life
project. They understand the importance of a healthy lifestyle that the school’s
nutrition action group promotes. However, at lunchtimes, pupils who bring lunch
from home do not sit at dining tables.
Pupils say that they feel safe in school and that there is no bullying. They are
confident that staff would deal with bullying quickly, if it did happen.
Leaders have high expectations of what pupils can achieve. Pupils enjoy the school’s
approach to learning outdoors. Younger pupils like putting on their wellington boots
and getting messy, exploring the exciting outdoor areas. Older pupils say that they
relish learning outside. They like being trusted to explore and try out new things.
Pupils told inspectors that the school has improved over the last year.

What does the school do well and what does it need to do
better?
The curriculum is well planned. It is clear what pupils are expected to know and
remember in each subject. Some subjects, like music and history, are better
developed than others. In these subjects, pupils can easily talk about what they
have learned over a long period of time. This is because the school has been clear
about what pupils should know for some time. In some subjects, including art,
leaders have only recently set out what pupils should know and when. In these
subjects teachers are at a much earlier stage of making sure that pupils can
remember what they have learned over time.
Leaders have made sure that reading is valued and given lots of attention. The
teaching of early reading is well structured. Pupils who begin to fall behind are
quickly identified and supported to catch up. Pupils like the new school library and
enjoy reading with volunteers. They achieve well in reading. The mathematics
curriculum is planned well. Pupils revisit their learning so that they remember what
they have learned. Pupils achieve well in mathematics.
Pupils are attentive and keen to do well. In a music lesson that an inspector visited,
pupils listened carefully to what the teacher was telling them. Pupils worked well
together to practise their part of a musical score. They worked out when it was their
turn to play their instruments accurately. Pupils performed this new piece of music
very successfully.
Disadvantaged pupils and those with special educational needs and/or disabilities
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(SEND) do well. Leaders make sure that teachers know what support needs to be in
place for these pupils and regularly check that it is working as it should. If pupils are
not doing as well as they should, leaders and teachers make changes quickly to help
them catch up.
The school is well led and managed. The headteacher has made many
improvements since she arrived at the school. She has made sure that everyone is
clear about what the school wants for all pupils. ‘The Whatton way’ sets out the
personal characteristics pupils should be encouraged to use and develop during their
time at the school. The governing body understands its responsibilities and routinely
challenges and supports school leaders. Governors regularly visit and check for
themselves that what leaders tell them is accurate.
Several staff are new to the school. They value the support that they receive and
say that leaders think about their well-being and workload. Staff say that leaders
have created a positive ethos in the school and that they feel valued. One member
of staff said: ‘It’s a pleasure to come to work every morning.’ However, some new
members of staff still need support to reach their full potential.
Pupils in the early years achieve well. The early years leader makes sure that
children are taught well. Adults regularly check on how children are getting on.
Children enjoy putting on their overalls and wellington boots and playing in the
outdoor area. The environment is rich and stimulating. Children in the early years
are taught early reading as soon as they start in the Reception class. Leaders gather
a wealth of information about how children are doing in school, but this is not
shared with parents as often as it could be.

Safeguarding
The arrangements for safeguarding are effective.
Staff and governors understand their safeguarding responsibilities. There is a clear
process for recording and sharing any safeguarding concerns that arise. Leaders
carry out checks to make sure that staff are suitable to work with children.
Governors regularly check that the school is doing everything that it should to
safeguard pupils.
Pupils say that they are safe in school and know who to talk to if they have a worry
or concern. Pupils are taught how to stay safe online and know why it is important
to not share personal information online.

What does the school need to do to improve?
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(Information for the school and appropriate authority)
 Leaders have a clear plan that sets out what pupils should learn and when.
However, some of this is still very recent. Leaders should ensure that the
curriculum for all subjects is embedded across the school.
 There are many staff who are new to the school and some who are new to post.
Leaders should ensure that these staff get the help they need to become experts
in their role.
 Leaders regularly assess how well children are achieving in the early years. The
wealth of information that the school holds about how well children are doing
needs to be shared more frequently with parents and carers.
 Pupils who bring lunch from home are not able to use the same facilities as pupils
who eat a school-provided lunch. Leaders should ensure that these pupils can eat
at tables to have the same opportunities as those who have school lunches.

How can I feed back my views?
You can use Ofsted Parent View to give Ofsted your opinion on your child’s school,
or to find out what other parents and carers think. We use Ofsted Parent View
information when deciding which schools to inspect, when to inspect them and as
part of their inspection.
The Department for Education has further guidance on how to complain about a
school.
If you’re not happy with the inspection or the report, you can complain to Ofsted.

Further information
You can search for published performance information about the school.
In the report, ‘disadvantaged pupils’ refers to those pupils who attract government
pupil premium funding: pupils claiming free school meals at any point in the last six
years and pupils in care or who left care through adoption or another formal route.
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School details
Unique reference number

120142

Local authority

Leicestershire

Inspection number

10110060

Type of school

Primary

School category

Maintained

Age range of pupils

4 to 11

Gender of pupils

Mixed

Number of pupils on the school roll

94

Appropriate authority

The governing body

Chair of governing body

Lynsey Simpkin

Headteacher

Sara Gray

Website

www.longwhattonschool.org

Date of previous inspection

30 June–1 July 2015

Information about this school
 The school was last inspected in January 2019. Some priorities for improvement
were identified and the school was advised that its next inspection would be a full
section 5 inspection.
 The headteacher has been in post since September 2018. There have been
several staffing changes and some staff are new. Many governors are new to role.

Information about this inspection
We carried out this inspection under section 5 of the Education Act 2005.
 The inspection team held meetings with senior and middle leaders. The lead
inspector met with a group of governors, including the chair of the governing
body. He also met with a representative of the local authority.
 Reading, mathematics, music and art were considered in depth as part of this
inspection. Inspectors visited lessons, looked at pupils’ work and spoke with
teachers. Inspectors spoke with pupils in lessons and met with a group of pupils.
An inspector listened to pupils read.
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 Inspectors looked at attendance and behaviour information provided by the
school. They looked at records and documentation relating to safeguarding and
governance. Inspectors considered the 49 responses to Parent View, Ofsted’s
online survey. Inspectors considered the responses to the questionnaire for staff
and an email from a member of staff.
Inspection team
Vic Wilkinson, lead inspector

Ofsted Inspector

Dorothy Stenson

Ofsted Inspector
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The Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills (Ofsted)
regulates and inspects to achieve excellence in the care of children and young
people, and in education and skills for learners of all ages. It regulates and
inspects childcare and children’s social care, and inspects the Children and Family
Court Advisory and Support Service (Cafcass), schools, colleges, initial teacher
training, further education and skills, adult and community learning, and education
and training in prisons and other secure establishments. It assesses council
children’s services, and inspects services for children looked after, safeguarding and
child protection.
If you would like a copy of this document in a different format, such as large print
or Braille, please telephone 0300 123 1231, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk.
You may reuse this information (not including logos) free of charge in any format
or medium, under the terms of the Open Government Licence. To view this licence,
visit www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/, write to the
Information Policy Team, The National Archives, Kew, London TW9 4DU, or email:
psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk.
This publication is available at http://reports.ofsted.gov.uk/.
Interested in our work? You can subscribe to our monthly newsletter for more
information and updates: http://eepurl.com/iTrDn.
Piccadilly Gate
Store Street
Manchester
M1 2WD
T: 0300 123 1231
Textphone: 0161 618 8524
E: enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk
W: www.gov.uk/ofsted
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